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Africa Study Bible, NLT 2017-05-09
the africa study bible brings together 350 contributors from over
50 countries providing a unique african perspective it s an all in
one course in biblical content theology history and culture with
special attention to the african context each feature was planned
by african leaders to help readers grow strong in jesus christ by
providing understanding and instruction on how to live a good
and righteous life publisher

Emmaus Bible Resources Missionary
Journeys, Missionary Church 2001
the book of acts is the most exciting and dramatic book in the
new testament throughout christian history men and women have
returned to the book of acts to find their faith and ministry
renewed and rekindled missionary journeys missionary church
offers the reader an opportunity to take a detailed look at the
book of acts chapters 13 20 written in a clear and engaging style
the series combines sound and orthodox christian theology with
good educational practice on the one hand and a commitment to
equip the whole church for mission on the other the emmaus
bible resources series offers readers the opportunity to dig
deeper into the bible and grow in christian life faith and service
finding a middle ground between daily bible notes and weighty
commentaries the series contains versatile material designed for
use by individuals small groups or as part of a sermon series

The Church Missionary Atlas 1873
growing out of a conviction that we need to provide older children
with a greater understanding of their christian heritage and the
bible dr edward buchanan has authored two resources that are



both educational and biblically sound parent teacher handbook
teaching older children everything they need to know about the
bible volume 3 uses a chronological bible story approach giving
leaders and teachers the core content and information needed to
teach children about the bible parent teacher handbook teaching
older children everything they need to know about their christian
heritage volume 4 covers the basics of our christian heritage and
faith including jewish traditions missions hymnody art science
and ethics

Parent/Teacher Handbooks 2005
a guide to faith based spirit led heart changing travel to the holy
land and historic christian sites throughout europe travel is the
one thing that makes you richer after you pay for it and that s
especially true when itineraries are designed to provide a life
changing spiritual revelation experience this guide is ideal for
individuals and tour leaders who want to bring the holy spirit
along on their journeys as they seek defining moments with god
covering destinations such as antioch bethlehem emmaus corinth
canterbury zurich and many more defining moments not only
allows you to follow in the footsteps of paul s missionary journeys
or learn more about the reformation but deepens your experience
in ways that can restore revive and re energize your faith turning
travel into transformation also included are numerous practical
tips about preparing for your trip navigating unfamiliar places
touring with a group and more

Defining Moments 2021-01-05
the fourth edition of the christian theological tradition provides
students with essential theological knowledge of key persons and
events of the bible and the christian faith and of christianity s
multifaceted encounter with western culture historically arranged



the textbook addresses major theological themes such as
revelation god jesus christ creation salvation and the church the
textbook deals with the entire christian tradition from an
orientation that is both catholic and ecumenical with the fourth
edition including expanded coverage of modern protestant
christianity the christian theological tradition has been
thoroughly revised and updated with nine new or rewritten
chapters including a new section on the reception of the second
vatican council including the pontificate of pope francis a new
treatment of contemporary developments in liberation and
environmental theology a new examination of the relationship
between science and christianity an entirely rewritten treatment
of islam that focuses on the ways in which the christian tradition
has historically understood and responded to islam a new
discussion of the new atheism with theological responses to this
influential movement new textboxes on aspects of religious life
such as liturgy prayer art moral teaching and social institutions
appropriate to given chapters with the assistance of images and
maps key words and recommended reading this textbook outlines
the methods for christian theology and demonstrates the
relevance of the christian theological tradition for our
contemporary world this is an ideal resource for students of
theology biblical studies or religious studies and anyone wanting
an accessible and comprehensive introduction to the christian
theological tradition

The Christian Theological Tradition
2019-07-26
2021 ecpa award finalist are you burning out from busyness we
often glorify the hustle hoping to find acceptance in our hard
work yet for most of us we find ourselves on the way to burnout
and anxiety from sometimes pointless pursuits what if meaningful



struggle can instead lead us to growth depth and even joy the
apostle paul understood hard work and struggle better than most
but even in prison where we d expect him to be at his lowest he
wrote a letter to his philippian friends filled with thankfulness
generosity and joy this letter shows us how we can blossom by
finding the meaning in our struggles perfect for individual or
group study this get wisdom bible study includes 7 weeks of in
depth devotionals on the book of philippians prayer sections to
journal your thoughts at the end of each day 5 8 daily reflection
questions for deeper study history lessons that provide
background context for scripture guidance on using online word
study and commentary resources cross references to connect god
s larger story of the bible the get wisdom bible studies empower
women to connect with scripture in a fresh and powerful way and
are accessible for christians in any stage of their faith journey get
the whole series and experience soul refreshment in a new way
individually or with friends these are some of the best bible
studies on the market not only has teresa found a way to teach
biblical truth with profound wisdom but she does so in a winsome
and relatable way kat armstrong author of no more holding back
these guided studies are for any woman who is wrestling with a
sense of direction and believing in her worth marshawn evans
daniels godfidence coach reinvention strategist for women

Living for What Really Matters
2020-07-14
these lessons help kids learn how to use god s word to discover
god s plan of salvation through the whole bible trust god s
promises and seek god s will a 52 week bible journey just for kids
route 52 is a bible based journey that will take kids through the
bible every year from age 3 to 12 every lesson features
scripturally sound themes culturally relevant hands on activities



age appropriate bible learning challenges reproducible life
application activity pages route 52 bible lessons will help kids
learn the bible and how to apply it to their lives at their own level
of spiritual development these reproducible bible lessons are
appropriate for bible school children s church youth group kids
club and midweek bible study programs

Study God's Plan 2018-05-04
this complete one volume set of bible charts maps and artists
renderings of biblical cities and artifacts opens the eyes of your
understanding in a fresh way and provides a deeper dimension to
personal and group bible study features cross references to the
holman bible handbook and holman bible dictionary

Holman Book of Biblical Charts, Maps,
and Reconstructions 1993-10-26
like going to a trusted christian counselor this bible will guide you
in emotional development and relationship health doctors henry
cloud and john townsend bestselling authors of how people grow
and the boundaries series have created the niv life journey bible
based on their many years of helping patients achieve personal
growth and wholeness it will enable you to understand god s
heart which will shed new light on your life path and lead you on
a journey to the answers you ve been searching for you ll see how
god s word gives you an effective plan to stay spiritually healthy
as you transition into and out of life s various phases the insights
essays and profiles offer valuable life lessons by pointing out
where emotional health and maturity or their absence occur in
various stories throughout scripture the life journey study bible is
a great tool for anyone seeking personal growth henry cloud dr
henry cloud is a best selling author popular speaker and co host



with dr john townsend of the nationally broadcast new life live
radio program he is also co founder of cloud townsend clinic and
cloud townsend resources his bestselling books include the gold
medallion award winning boundaries series and making small
groups work dr cloud and his wife and two daughters live in
southern california john townsend dr john townsend is a
leadership consultant psychologist and new york times bestselling
author he has written twenty seven books selling over 8 million
copies including the 3 million selling boundaries series john is
founder of the townsend institute for leadership and counseling
and conducts the townsend leadership program he travels
extensively for corporate consulting speaking and working with
leaders and their families he and his wife barbi live in newport
beach california they have two sons this edition includes many
features to help illuminate your journey new international version
bible text 300 insights that offer an inside track on tips for
emotional and relational health over 30 profiles of biblical figures
reveal the growth principles found in god s word 66 book
introductions call out key growth concepts in each book of the
bible 20 essays share important principles of spiritual growth
covering topics like growth grief and relationships reading plans
subject index index order your copy of the niv life journey study
bible today and start the journey of finding the answers for your
whole life this bible offers supplemental information on the
following topics god is the source of life blame is part of fallen
human nature god s plan redemptive time one step at a time leave
the old life behind what marriage is love means allowing others
freedom god has plans for our good how forgiveness frees us
fleeing temptation two types of suffering faith in action
forgiveness doesn t allow abuse influence not control passover
faith limiting burnout god sets his own boundaries following the
crowd learning to receive forgiveness address conflicts directly
respecting others boundaries holiness and your life grumbling
and its cure reconciliation the sins of parents blind spots finding



life how the spirit works big prayers letting children choose
handling manipulation empathy no excuses be faithful not perfect

NIV, Life Journey Bible 2012-07-24
have you ever wondered what it would be like to accompany st
paul as he declared the good news of salvation to thousands who
lived in the mediterranean region imagine your satisfaction when
the council in jerusalem mandates limited obligation to the
mosaic law and your frustration when the message of this
freedom results in defamation and threats of death rejoice with
paul as the roman consul gallio declares he is free to teach jesus
as messiah follow paul into the antonia fortress when assaulted by
enraged jews listen to his defense before felix and festus endure a
life threatening shipwreck and imprisonment in rome finally stand
by him as he approaches his last days as prisoner under nero and
his death a victorious transition from a sainted physical life to a
blessed and eternal spiritual life del mueller takes readers into
the thoughts and hearts of the key witnesses to paul s missionary
journeys he writes a first person account that provides readers
with a unique historical perspective on the stories as they really
could have happened narratives of st paul s missionary journeys
and rome will personalize the post resurrection events that
altered the world and show readers the humanness of those who
were changed because of paul s message

Narratives of St. Paul's Missionary
Journeys and Rome 2012-11
revised and updated edition a widely respected classic work on
the apostle paul with full color illustrations for modern christians



St. Paul 2001
this is the paperback version of the bestselling deluxe then and
now bible maps this book lets you see where bible places are
today full color bible maps and maps of locations of modern day
cities and countries are side by side making bible learning easier
than ever connect the middle east of the news with the holy land
in scripture includes maps for favorite bible stories like abraham
s journey to the promised land the exodus out of egypt the story
of ruth david s rise from shepherd to king and paul s missionary
journeys this bible maps reference book features 32 bible maps
including journeys of abraham jacob joseph the exodus the 12
tribes of israel kingdoms of saul david solomon holy land in the
time of jesus journeys of paul peter philip early christianity and
more charts timelines and illustrations including old and new
testament timelines tabernacle and temple exodus timeline ark of
the covenant where jesus walked the 12 disciples city of
jerusalem jesus journey to the cross seven churches of revelation
and more an excellent way to make your sunday school
homeschool and bible studies more interesting this book uses
larger easier to read type than most bible atlases discover
fascinating facts in this bible map book the book of revelation
begins with seven letters to seven churches those churches were
located in cities near each other in modern day turkey in the book
of ruth naomi and her family leave bethlehem to escape a famine
and they migrate to moab the land of moab is located in modern
day jordan god sent jonah to preach to nineveh which lies on the
outskirts of modern day mosul iraq when moses fled egypt he
went to the land of midian which is in modern day saudi arabia
and more paperback version does not include clear plastic
overlays paperback 80 pages 11 x 8 1 2 inches isbn
9781628628623



Book: Deluxe Then & Now Bible Maps -
PB 2021-03
this is the updated edition of the bestselling deluxe then and now
bible maps this book lets you see where bible places are today full
color bible maps and maps of locations of modern day cities and
countries are side by side making bible learning easier than ever
connect the middle east of the news with the holy land in
scripture includes maps for favorite bible stories like abraham s
journey to the promised land the exodus out of egypt the story of
ruth david s rise from shepherd to king and paul s missionary
journeys this bible maps reference book features 32 bible maps
including the following journeys of abraham jacob joseph the
exodus the 12 tribes of israel kingdoms of saul david solomon holy
land in the time of jesus journeys of paul peter philip early
christianity also includes charts timelines and illustrations
including these old and new testament timelines tabernacle and
temple exodus timeline ark of the covenant where jesus walked
the 12 disciples city of jerusalem jesus journey to the cross seven
churches of revelation an excellent way to make your sunday
school homeschool and bible studies more interesting this book
uses larger easier to read type than most bible atlases discover
these fascinating facts in this bible map book the book of
revelation begins with seven letters to seven churches those
churches were located in cities near each other in modern day
turkey in the book of ruth naomi and her family leave bethlehem
to escape a famine and they migrate to moab the land of moab is
located in modern day jordan god sent jonah to preach to nineveh
which lies on the outskirts of modern day mosul iraq when moses
fled egypt he went to the land of midian which is in modern day
saudi arabia note paperback version does not include clear plastic
overlays e books do not either for obvious reasons



Book: Deluxe Then and Now Bible Maps
2. 0 2020-07
originally published cambridge uk new york cambridge university
press 2002

An Introduction to the New Testament
and the Origins of Christianity
2019-01-03
rose publishing s then and now bible maps insert provides 22
clear plastic overlays making it easier than ever to see where
biblical places were 3 000 years ago and where they are today
tired of looking at the tiny maps included in the back of your bible
and still not understanding an ancient city s location most study
bibles provide maps showing only the position of cities during
biblical times in super small print making your study efforts
frustrating time consuming and incomplete enjoy having 22 easy
to read full color maps that you can easily slip inside your bible
cover with this incredible bible map insert features larger print
easy to read type and 8 clear plastic overlays showing the
location of modern cities and countries in red now you can easily
see where bible places are located today see fascinating facts at a
glance daniel was captured as a pow and taken to iraq he lived
there the rest of his life the wise men were probably from iran or
saudi arabia abraham crossed iraq and syria to get to the
promised land the holy land today the ruins of nineveh from the
story of jonah are in northern iraq near mosul in kurdish areas
this ultra thin booklet fits inside most bible covers and it features
larger print more maps and more clear plastic overlays than any
other insert available 44 pages 5 5 x 8 5 inches contents middle
east then and now maps old testament time line abraham s



journeys journeys of jacob and joseph families of abraham isaac
and jacob the exodus then and now maps judges and prophets of
israel holy land twelve tribes then and now maps the cycle
pattern in judges holy land united kingdom then and now maps
the tabernacle holy land divided kingdom then and now maps
assyrian empire then and now maps babylonian empire map
persian empire maps new testament time line jerusalem map holy
land new testament then and now maps paul s travels and
missionary journeys maps paul s journey to rome index

Then and Now Bible Maps Insert
2008-11
james s jeffers provides an informative tour of the various facets
of the roman world class and status family and community work
and leisure religion and organization city and country law and
government death and taxes and the events of roman history

The Greco-Roman World of the New
Testament Era 1999-10-07
studying acts may make readers feel as though they are stepping
into a different world a world of miracles a world where god is
alive and moving and doing remarkable things how can that world
intersect ours how can the old story of people speaking in
tongues and raising the dead come alive in a world where no one
speaks in tongues and the dead stay dead how can acts be
relevant to our lives and our church in acts the people who
believe in jesus are filled with the holy spirit and set about the
business of gathering a community they have to decide how wide
their tent is going to be and whom they re going to embrace so
they give themselves to the task of breaking down walls jesus is
not just for jews they decide he s for everyone they launch out



spreading the word paul becomes the focal point of the story and
he and his friends move about the ancient world telling all kinds
of people the good news about jesus and his resurrection but
there is opposition and paul is imprisoned he is faithful even there
though taking a stand before the government authorities by the
time the drama of acts ends paul might be confined but his
message most assuredly is not the gospel has been unleashed
throughout that entire part of the world gathering a community
breaking down walls spreading the word taking a stand these four
phrases organize this study of acts and guide readers through a
world alive with god and god s mighty deeds and all of us who
have drunk too deeply at the wells of reason and rationality will
once again pause to wonder and stand rapt in awe

Acts Annual Bible Study 2008-09
this fun upbeat introduction to the bible covers all the basics in
an engaging and accessible format

The Bible for Blockheads 1999
this is a precept bible study on the book of acts which means you
will be looking at the bible one verse at a time in order to
understand god s word so that you can apply it to your daily life
the four gospels described jesus s life and ended with his death
and resurrection the book of acts continues his story after the
resurrection and follows the transition from the old covenant into
the new covenant where the holy spirit came to live in the heart
of the believer this is a ten week study and is the second of three
studies on the book of acts acts the birth of the church 12 week
study acts paul s three missionary journeys 10 week study acts
paul s arrest trial and imprisonment 8 week study the first study
covered the first twelve chapters of the book of acts which
followed the birth of the church in jerusalem and its growth into



the surrounding areas outside of judea the holy spirit used
ordinary people like peter barnabas paul stephen and philip to
spread the good news and establish his church you will receive
power when the holy spirit has come upon you and you shall be
my witnesses both in jerusalem and in all judea and samaria and
as far as the remotest part of the earth acts 1 8 nasb this second
study begins with the church in antioch sending paul and
barnabas to galatia to spread the good news of jesus christ the
galatians were so hungry for the word of god they begged paul
and barnabas to stay do you remember when you first accepted
jesus as your savior how excited you were to read and hear the
word of god that s how these galatian believers felt too after paul
and barnabas returned from galatia the church in antioch sent
paul on two more journeys that took him all the way to europe
and back as he evangelized most of the mediterranean world paul
faced opposition from kings and magicians and demons and more
and was beaten and thrown in jail on numerous occasions he was
harassed by judaizers who spread lies and followed him from city
to city creating chaos they even hired thugs in thessalonica to
give false witness against him then there were the greek
philosophers who threw paul out of the athenian areopagus just
for mentioning the resurrection there were heroes too such as
lydia who started the first church in europe apollo who was a
charismatic apologist and aquila and priscilla who were
tentmakers and good friends with paul let s not forget timothy
and titus whom paul considered his spiritual sons and doctor luke
who traveled with paul on most of his journeys and wrote the
book of acts paul performed many miracles like bringing tabitha
and eutychus back to life and healing a crippled man in lystra
then there were the men who tried to buy the holy spirit s power
and the seven sons of sceva who tried to cast out demons without
the power of the holy spirit these men learned quickly that the
holy spirit was not for sale the holy spirit is not for sale because
its free to all who repent and call on the name of the lord hold on



to your hat as we travel with paul and his companions on his
three iconic journeys courageously planting churches and sharing
the gospel throughout the mediterranean region

ACTS 2023-01-11
for over twenty five years the student bible atlas has been a
trusted companion for bible students of all ages and interests
clear concise colorful and priced for any budget there are nearly
100 000 copies in print all of the best features of the student bible
atlas are retained in this beautiful new edition the table of
contents remains the same as does the tone and content the
layout however is beautifully redone with new maps that convey
essential information in a crisp up to date way

The Student Bible Atlas 2015-11-10
a unique book that explores 250 famous bible stories each
accompanied by intriguing background information photography
maps and vibrant full color illustrations

The Victor Journey Through the Bible
1996
the life application bible commentary acts explores every verse in
the book of acts providing background information and life
application notes designed to bring the timeless truths of
scripture to bear on real problems the introduction provides
historical and cultural background information the commentary
covers the complete bible text and the reference feature makes
particular verses and phrases easy to find the teaching notes
sermon ideas and coordination with the life application study
bible provide everyone from pastors to laypersons the necessary



elements to address spiritual needs answer biblical questions and
provide help for daily living

Case's Bible Atlas, to Illustrate the Old
and New Testaments 1878
packed with new supplementary materials each scofield r study
bible is durable and made to withstand daily use each bible
includes a presentation page for gift giving a full color map
section and attractive binding in a variety of styles tailored to any
occasion clean clear text and annotations are laid out in an easy
to read format making this the perfect bible for personal study
and gift giving this edition combines the renowned scofield r
study notes and reference system with the new king james
version one of the most popular modern bible translations
available but that s not all the fruit of dr c i scofield s thoughtful
annotations have been augmented not revised to broaden modern
readers understanding of the scripture enhanced book
introductions accurate in text maps authoritative full color maps
and page bottom notes place the biblical text in its fullest political
historical and geographical context this style s duradera binding
is pleasing to the eye and strong enough to withstand heavy use
these books have sturdy zipper closures that provide an extra
measure of protection for the page edges a feature that travelers
hospital visitors and anyone who has ever had their bible
damaged while carrying it in a purse or briefcase will appreciate
an exclusive subject based topical chain reference system over
100 boxed factual articles and lists expanded introductions with
detailed outlines of each book an expanded subject index study
not biblical references are in chapter and verse format side
column references are grouped by chapter and verse over 550 in
text definitions of proper nouns for people and place names
nearly 70 in text black and white maps and charts in text articles



of nearly 250 notes crucial to understanding the scofield r indexes
to proper nouns chain references and subjects 16 pages of
accurate full color new oxford bible maps with index of places and
natural features bottom of the page study notes sectional
headings select nkjv concordanc

Acts 2021-03-02
the esv study bible was created to help people understand the
bible in a deeper way combining the best and most recent
evangelical christian scholarship with the highly regarded esv
text it is the most comprehensive study bible ever published the
esv study bible features more than 2 750 pages of extensive
accessible bible resources including completely new notes full
color maps illustrations charts timelines and articles created by
an outstanding team of 93 evangelical christian scholars and
teachers in addition to the 757 000 words of the esv bible itself
the notes and resources of the esv study bible comprise an
additional 1 1 million words of insightful explanation and teaching
equivalent to a 20 volume bible resource library all contained in
one volume please note this edition does not come with free
access to the online esv study bible resources 9 point lexicon type
single column bible text 7 point frutiger type double column study
notes black letter text concordance extensive articles 240 full
color maps and illustrations

Unfolding Drama of Redemption
(Scroggie) 1994
this lively engaging introduction to the new testament is critical
yet faith friendly lavishly illustrated and accompanied by a variety
of pedagogical aids including sidebars maps tables charts
diagrams and suggestions for further reading the full color



interior features art from around the world that illustrates the
new testament s impact on history and culture the first edition
has been well received over 60 000 copies sold this new edition
has been thoroughly revised in response to professor feedback
and features an updated interior design it offers expanded
coverage of the new testament world in a new chapter on jewish
backgrounds features dozens of new works of fine art from
around the world and provides extensive new online material for
students and professors available through baker academic s
textbook esources

The Scofield® Study Bible III, NKJV
2005-09-22
today s best selling study bible the life application study bible has
been updated and expanded over 300 new life application notes
nearly 350 note revisions 16 new personality profiles updated
charts and a christian worker s resource make today s number
one selling study bible even better features over 300 new life
application notes and significant revisions to nearly 350 others 16
new personality profiles most charts revised to clarify meaning
and importance plus eight all new charts new information on the
intertestamental period christian worker s resource a special
supplement to enhance the reader s ministry effectiveness
includes how to become a believer how to follow up with a new
believer mining the treasures of the life application study bible so
you ve been asked to speak and taking the step to application

ESV Study Bible 2008-10-15
the cradle the cross and the crown guides serious new testament
students through the historical literary and theological
dimensions of the biblical text allowing them to better understand



and share god s word of truth 2 tim 2 15 it offers a thorough
introduction to all twenty seven books of the new testament and
closely examines events such as christ s incarnation and virgin
birth his crucifixion and resurrection and triumphant return the
second edition features updated bibliographies and footnotes
interpretation sections that cover different literary genres in the
new testament an epilogue that canvasses the entire storyline of
scripture and a variety of maps all of these new features
contribute to making this a life long resource for students of
scripture

Introducing the New Testament
2018-05-15
all the verse by verse insights of the 12 volume expositor s bible
commentary in 2 convenient volumes when you want to dig more
deeply into the meaning of god s word a good expository bible
commentary is ideal you want more than a simple one volume
commentary that just scratches the surface but you don t want a
time consuming multi volume set laden with fine points you can t
use the expositor s bible commentary abridged edition is tailor
made for you based on the critically acclaimed expositor s bible
commentary used by pastors students and scholars across the
world this two volume abridged edition offers you the full
penetrating verse by verse commentary of the 12 volume series
while leaving out needless technical details marshalling the
knowledge of fifty two top biblical scholars it brings tremendous
insight to your bible studies covering the old and new testaments
in separate volumes this commentary features verse by verse
exposition of the entire bible 250 in text charts maps tables and
pictures goodrick kohlenberger numbers for cross referencing the
zondervan niv exhaustive concordance and other g k numbered
resources



Life Application Study Bible 2004-09
hope and help in member care culture shock marital strife
depression addictions disillusionment organization and team
tensions family trauma medical issues this is not what you signed
up for when you pursued missions field workers cross linguistic
cultural and ministry boundaries but they still experience the
same mental health challenges as everyone else and often more
when the missionary unit includes a spouse and children the
complexities multiply as each person undergoes stressors needing
psychological or psychiatric help too often leads to burnout or
worse it s time to let go of the stigma and embrace mental health
missionaries mental health and accountability opens with stories
of scriptural saints who also struggled and still made profound
impacts for the kingdom then global contributors comprised of an
equal balance of korean and western writers reach into the
complexity of missionary mental health with the added
component of accountability in church and agency support
systems specifically four important areas of missionary mental
health are considered 1 disillusion discouragement and
depression 2 relational dynamics and tensions 3 contributing
factors in missionary psychological duress and 4 resources and
organizational structures that address missionary mental health
every chapter demonstrates courage personal conviction and
judicious honesty significant insights provided through case
studies surveys and personal reflections will offer action steps for
increasing mental health awareness and developing mental health
best practices for individuals and teams written for field workers
and those who support them missionaries mental health and
accountability is a critical resource in member care



The Cradle, the Cross, and the Crown
2016-08-15
strong leadership in the church is exactly what god had in mind
however very few people gene getz believes understand the
biblical pattern for church leadership he has written elders and
leaders to unravel the mystery and alleviate the confusion
surrounding this critical topic in the first part of the book getz
lays the historical and biblical groundwork for the position of
elder in the second part he shares how he has applied or has seen
these principles applied over the years

The Expositor's Bible Commentary -
Abridged Edition: New Testament
2017-07-04
paul the apostle featuring more than seventy photos of places the
apostle had visited is a comprehensive absorbing study of paul
against the historical background and milieu of his age the study
is not a defense or criticism of paul but an in depth study of his
life and thought with the aim of knowing paul as he really was
stuart h merriam ph d received his doctorate in church history
from the university of edinburgh scotland he pastored two
presbyterian churches in virginia and new york before founding in
1964 the highland christian mission in papua new guinea where
he currently serves as director

Missionaries, Mental Health, and
Accountability: 2020-03-09
Òwhat really happened at pentecost could the apostles really



speak languages they didn t know before Ó Òdoesn t paul have a
warped view of marriage why would he teach that it is well for a
man not to touch a woman Ó Òwhy are there only 144 000
redeemed from the earth that doesn t seem like very many Ó
these are just some of the many questions which thoughtful
people ask and that dr ralph helps the reader answer discovering
the first century church in scripture tackles the many questions of
scripture in a straightforward manner this practical book provides
readers with a thorough introduction to the content of the acts of
the apostles the letters of paul and the book of revelation it
acquaints readers with the methodologies and conclusions of
modern biblical scholarship and challenges readers to integrate
this knowledge into their own faith lives it is an ideal text for
juniors in high school faith sharing groups adult education study
and introductory college courses

Elders and Leaders 2003-08-01
paul the apostle is usually imagined as a man of prestige and
power comfortably conversing with philosophers seeking an
audience with the emperor and composing compelling letters for
christians throughout the mediterranean yet this portrait of a safe
and conventional figure at the origins of christianity airbrushes
out many strange things about him this volume repositions paul
as a man at the periphery of power recovering an undomesticated
apostle explores the ways that paul has been domesticated in
both popular and scholarly imagination by isolating selected
crises of the apostle s life and legacy and examining the social
and material dimensions of his world these essays collectively
chip away at the received image of his strength and status the
result is a series of glimpses of paul that frame the apostle as
surprisingly marginal and weak within roman society published in
honour of new testament scholar leif e vaage recovering an
undomesticated apostle presents paul as a man operating from a



position of desperation making virtue out of necessity as he
attempted to claw his way up in the dog eat dog world of the
ancient mediterranean

Paul the Apostle 2003-10
leads the reader to study and personal reflection considering the
practical implications of scripture this one volume contains all of
irving jensen s bible self study guides to the new testament

Discovering the First Century Church
2003-01-27

Notes on books 1885

Stories of Early Christian Leaders in
the Days of the Apostles 1905

A Popular Account of Missionary
Travels and Researches in South Africa
1873

Recovering an Undomesticated Apostle
2023-04-01



Jensen's Survey of the New Testament
1981-05-26
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